Alliance for Global Water Adaptation (AGWA)
Policy on Processing of Personal Data

The Alliance for Global Water Adaptation is responsible for processing the personal data of visitors to the websites http://alliance4water.org and http://agwaguide.org as well as persons who contact us or use our services. All handling of personal data always ensures high privacy and security.

We respect your privacy and the right to control your personal information. We are transparent with what data we collect and why.

Types of Data We Collect
Personal data we collect may include your name, organization, title, city/country, and email address. We may collect your personal data when:

- You are part of our network
- You are receiving or sign up for our newsletter
- You contact us through email, phone, our website, or social media
- You give your contact details to an AGWA representative during a meeting/event.

How We Use Collected Information
We process personal data mainly for the purposes identified below and for any additional purpose that is specified at time of collection.

- To collaborate and cooperate with you
- To inform you about our work
- To circulate AGWA newsletters
- To send important information, such as changes in our governance and policies
- To organize events/conferences/meetings.

How Long Do We Retain Your Personal Data?
We retain your personal data for as long as it is necessary to fulfill the purposes for which they are processed, or for as long as we are required to retain them in accordance with law or regulation.

Who Do We Share Personal Data With?
We will never sell your personal data to any third party. We may, however, be required by law or regulation to transfer your personal data to a competent public authority.
**External Links**
AGWA's websites may contain links which lead to websites that we do not control. AGWA is not responsible for the processing of personal data which may take place on websites that are outside AGWA's control.

**Changes to this Information**
The information on this page may be subject to change from time to time. We will inform you of any substantial changes that we make to this information. In situations where your personal data is processed based on your consent, we will ask you to renew your consent if there are any substantive changes to the processing of personal data or your rights in relation to the processing.

**Contact Us**
Please note that you can update your preferences or withdraw your consent at any time by contacting us at johoma@alliance4water.org or amauroner@alliance4water.org.